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� Introduction

In recent years the GMM approach became increasingly popular for the analysis
of panel data e
g
 Avery� Hansen and Hotz ������� Arrelano and Bond �������
Keane ������� Lechner and Breitung �������
 Combining popular nonlinear models
used in microeconometric applications with typical panel data features like an
error component structure yields complex models which are complicated or even
intractable to be estimated by maximum likelihood
 In such cases the GMM
approach is an attractive alternative


A well known example is the probit model� which is one of the working horses
whenever models with binary dependent variables are analyzed
 Although the
nonrobustness of the probit estimates to the model�s tight statistical assumption
is widely acknowledged� the ease of computation of the maximum likelihood esti�
mator MLE� � combined with the availability of speci�cation tests � make it an
attractive choice for many empirical studies based on cross�sectional data
 The
panel data version of the probit model allows for a serial correlation of the the
errors in the latent equations
 The problem with such a speci�cation is� however�
that the MLE becomes more complicated as in the case of uncorrelated errors


Two ways to deal with that sort of general problems have emerged in the
literature
 The idea of simulated maximum likelihood is to �nd an estimator that
approximates the MLE closely� thus retaining the asymptotic e�ciency property
of the exact MLE
 The idea is to use stochastic simulation procedures to obtain
approximate choice probabilities see e
g
 B�orsch�Supan and Hajivassiliou �������
or Hajivassiliou� McFadden and Ruud �������
 The problem with these methods is
that they can be very computer intensive� and it may still be di�cult to estimate
all parameters of the covariance matrix jointly with the regression coe�cients


An alternative approach sacri�ces some of the asymptotic e�ciency in order
to obtain a simple GMM estimator
 Since GMM estimators are consistent in the
case of serially correlated errors� it is then not necessary to obtain joint estimates
of the covariance parameters and the regression coe�cients
 These estimators are
based on the observation that a panel probit model implies a simple probit model
when taking each period separately
 Therefore� simple moment conditions can be
derived from the individual cross�sections and asymptotic theory can be used to
minimize the e�ciency loss implied by such a procedure
 Examples for this kind
of estimators can be found in Avery et al
 ������ and Chamberlain ������ �����


In a number of recent papers various other GMM estimators based on these
ideas are suggested and compared asymptotically and by means of Monte Carlo
simulations Breitung and Lechner ������� Bertschek and Lechner ������ and
Lechner and Breitung �������
 The results of these studies are quite promising�
The appropriate variant from the class of GMM estimators provides an estimation
procedure that is robust� �exible� easy and fast to compute� and results in a small
in some case negligible� e�ciency loss compared to full information maximum
likelihood


�



In this chapter we review some earlier work on GMM estimation of nonlinear
panel data models and suggest some new estimators
 In particular we consider
the joint estimation of mean and covariance parameters
 The previous work focus
on �rst order moment conditions� i
e
� the GMM procedure exploits restrictions
on the conditional mean while we will consider restrictions on higher moments as
well


The chapter is organized as follows
 Section � de�nes the nonlinear panel data
model and gives some examples
 Section � sketch the earlier work concerning the
GMM estimation for the conditional mean parameters
 Section � consider higher
order moments for estimating the complete parameter vector and section � applies
the new approach of Gallant and Tauchen ������ to select appropriate moment
conditions
 A minimum distance version of the resulting estimator is suggested
in section �
 Section � presents the results of a limited Monte Carlo simulation
and in section � the estimation procedures are applied to an empirical example

Section � suggests some conclusions


� A Class of Nonlinear Panel Data Models

Let yit be an m�� vector of jointly dependent variables and xit is a k�� vector of
exogenous variables
 The indices i � �� � � � � N and t � �� � � � � T indicate the cross
section unit and the time period of the observation
 It is convenient to stack the
observations into matrices such that Yi � �yi�� � � � � yiT �

� and Xi � �xi�� � � � � xiT �
�


As usual in a panel data framework we consider the asymptotic properties for T
�xed and N ��


For the time period t� the nonlinear model is characterized by its conditional
density function hyitjxit� ��� cf Gouri�eroux �������
 De�ning the conditional
mean function as Eyitjxit� � ��xit� ���� the model may be rewritten as

yit � ��xit� ��� � vit � ��

where Evitjxit� � � and Evitvjtjxit� xjt� � � for i �� j


Example � �binary choice�

Let y�it � x�it�� � �it� where �i � ��i�� � � � � �iT �
� is i
i
d
 and �it has a constant

marginal distribution function F�z�
 If y
�

it � �� we observe yit � �
 Other�
wise we have yit � �
 The conditional mean function for this model is given
by

Eyitjxit� � ��xit� ��� � F�x
�

it����

Example � �multinomial logit model�

�



Let Pj�it denote the probability of choosing alternative j � �� �� � � � � J given
by

Pj�it �
expx�it�

j
��

� �
JP
j��

expx�it�
j
��
�

where ��� � �
 We de�ne J indicator variables� yj�it j � �� � � � � J� which
takes a value of one if alternative j is chosen by individual i at time period t
and zero otherwise
 The conditional mean function for yit � �y��it� � � � � yJ�it�

�

is

Eyitjxit� � ��xit� ��� �

�
��
P��it





PJ�it

�
��

Example � �Poisson model�

Let yit be a integer valued random variable drawn from a Poisson distribu�
tion with conditional mean function ��xit� ��� �expx�it���


In the examples we give the conditional mean functions for an individual i at
time t
 Stacking the means of di�erent time periods into a T �m matrix gives

��Xi� ��� �

�
��
��xi�� ���

�





��xiT � ���

�

�
�� �

We may include lagged or lead values of the exogenous variables in xit� so that
the conditional mean may depend on the exogenous variables from other time
periods
 Moreover� we may include weakly exogenous variables in the sense that
xit is uncorrelated with vit but may be correlated with vis for s �� t
 Accordingly�
the model may include weakly or strongly exogenous variables
 However� it is
important to notice that the mean function is the same for all cross section units

This excludes models with heterogeneity in the mean such as �xed e�ects models
�

Unobserved heterogeneity may be represented by including an individual spe�
ci�c random e�ect �i
 For example� a random component version of the binary
choice model may be constructed as in the following example�

�Note that the moment condition for y��it is redundant because the probabilities of the
choices sum up to one�

�The reason is that in nonlinear models it is not easy to deal with heterogeneity in the mean�
For discrete choice models there are some special cases allowing for �xed e�ects estimation such
as count data models and conditional binary logit models� If the latent dependent variable is
partly observable� as in censored or truncated regression models� semiparametric methods may
be an attractive alternative �cf Honore ������ ���	���

�



Example �a �error component probit model�

Let y�it be a latent variable given by

y�it � x�it�� � �i � �it�

where xit is a vector of strongly exogenous variables� �i and �it are mutually
and serially uncorrelated random variables distributed as �i � N �� ����
and �it � N �� ��� �� where we normalize the variances as ��� � ��� � �
 The
observed dependent variable yit is one if y�it � � and zero otherwise
 The
parameter vector of the model is � � �� �

�� 	��
�� where 	� � ���
�

�
� � ����

denotes the serial correlation and the mean function is identical to the
one of Example �� where F�z� is the standard normal c
d
f
 This error
component probit model is a special case of Example � and will serve as
the leading example in what follows


� GMM estimators for the conditional mean

Assume that we are interested in the conditional mean function given by ��Xi� ��

In many applications� the mean function does not depend on the complete pa�
rameter vector
 In this case we may write ��Xi� �� � ��Xi� �

����� where ����

is a p� � � subvector of �
 The remaining parameters are treated as nuisance
parameters
 For example� in the error components probit model given in Ex�
ample �a we may be interested in �� but not in the correlation coe�cient 	�

Accordingly� it is convenient to focus on the conditional mean when constructing
a GMM estimator
 We de�ne �rst order moments as

f�yi� Xi� �
���� � yi � ��Xi� �

���� ��

with the moment condition

E�f�Xi� �
���
� �jXi� � �� ��

Using the law of iterated expectations the conditional moment restrictions can
be expressed as a set of unconditional moment restrictions

E�BXi�f�yi� Xi� �
���
� �� � �� ��

where BXi� is a p�� T matrix of functions on Xi
 The optimal choice of BXi�
is cf Newey �������

B�Xi� � C �DXi� �
���
� ���Xi� ���

��� ��

where

DXi� �
���� � E��f�yi� Xi� �

����
�����
�jXi�

�Xi� �� � E�f�yi� Xi� �
����f�yi� Xi� �

�����jXi�

�



and C is some nonsingular squared matrix

For the panel probit model Example �a� we obtain�

DXi� �� �

�
��
��x�i����x�i�





��x�iT���x�iT

�
��

�Xi� �� 	� � ts�i�

ts�ixit� xis� �� 	� �
�

�x�it����� �x�it��� for t � s
����x�it�� x

�

is�� 	�� �x�it���x
�

is�� otherwise �

where �x�it�� denotes the p
d
f
 of the univariate standard normal distribution
and ����x�it�� x

�

is�� 	� indicates a bivariate normal c
d
f
 with correlation 	

It is important to note that DXi� �� does not depend on the covariance pa�

rameter 	� whereas the computation of ts�i requires the value of 	
 Accordingly�
for the asymptotically optimal instruments we need estimates of the the mean
and the covariance parameters
 There are several strategies to deal with this
problem
 First� 	 may be �xed at some arbitrary level� say 	 � �
 This gives a
computationally simple estimator that is consistent but ine�cient
 The second
possibility is to apply some rough approximation such as the �small sigma ap�
proximation cf
 Breitung and Lechner �������
 Again� an e�ciency loss may
result from this approximation


The third possibility is to estimate TT���!� bivariate probit models to ob�
tain direct estimates
 This approach is asymptotically e�cient� but fairly time
consuming
 In particular� convergence problems may occur� as it often happens
in fairly small sample sizes
 Finally� Bertschek and Lechner ������ suggest the use
of nonparametric methods� e
g
 the k�nearest neighbor method� to avoid the es�
timation of the correlation coe�cient
 Based on an empirical application and an
extensive Monte Carlo study they �nd that the nonparametric GMM estimator
approach the e�ciency of the MLE


Another possibility is to use a high dimensional simple function such as

BXi� � IT � vecXi�
�

or

BXi� �

�
�����
xi�
si� � � � � �

� xi�
si� �









� � � � � xiT 
siT

�
����� �

where sit � �x�it������x�it��� is the inverse of the error variance see Avery et
al
 ������� Breitung and Lechner �������
 The main problem with this approach
is that a large number of moment conditions is needed to approach the e�cient
GMM estimator
 In �nite samples� however� GMM estimators perform poorly

�



if the number of moment conditions gets large relative to the sample size e
g

Breitung and Lechner �������


� Higher Order Moment Conditions

So far we con�ned ourselves to the moment restrictions for the conditional mean

Accordingly� this approach does not render estimates for other parameters like
the conditional variance
 Moreover� the e�ciency of the GMM procedure may
be improved by considering higher order moment conditions
 If yi is univariate
as for the cross section probit model� for example� we may de�ne moments of
degree k as

fkyi� xi� �� � �yi � ��xi� ���
k � �kxi� �� ��

where �k � Ef�yi � ��Xi� ���
kjxig
 The corresponding moment condition is

E�fkyi� xi� ���jxi� � � � ��

If yi is a vector� all relevant moments are stacked into an appropriate vector
 For
the panel probit model the typical element for a vector with k � � is given by

f
�ts�
� yi� Xi� �� 	� � �yit � �x�it����yis � �x�is���� ts�ixit� xis� �� 	�� ��

where ts�i is de�ned as in ��
 For t �� s� the moment condition requires the
evaluation of the bivariate normal c
d
f
 and is� therefore� more complicated than
imposing just the conditional mean restrictions


Intuitively� as we include an increasing number of moment conditions� the
moment conditions will give an accurate characterization of the conditional dis�
tribution and� therefore� the GMM estimator will tend to the MLE
 There are�
however� serious problems with such an approach
 First� higher order moment
conditions easily become quite complicated so that the GMM procedure may
even be more burdensome than the corresponding MLE
 Second� the number
of moment conditions increase rapidly with k
 It is therefore desirable to have
an alternative method for generating moment conditions rather than considering
higher order conditional moments


� Selecting Moment Conditions� The Gallant�

Tauchen Approach

Gallant and Tauchen ������ suggest to employ an auxiliary possibly misspe�
ci�ed� model for generating moment conditions from the scores of the pseudo
MLE
 The idea behind this approach is that the scores of an accurate repre�
sentation of the main features of the model the score generator� may provide
e�cient moment conditions
 In fact� if the auxiliary model �smoothly embed 

�



the structural model� then the GMM estimator derived from the score generator
is asymptotically e�cient Gallant and Tauchen �������


Consider the panel probit model given in Example �a
 Using a linear error
component model yit � x�it����

i ���it as auxiliary model gives rise to the following
moments�

sN���� �
�

����NT

TX
t��

NX
i��

uit � �"ui�xit ��

sN���� �
�

N

TX
i��

"u�i � ���� �
�

T
���� ���

s��N�� �
�

NT � ��

TX
t��

TX
i��

uit � "ui�
� � ���� � ���

where � � ���� ���� � �
�
���

�� uit � yit � x�it�� "ui � T��P
t
uit� and � � T����
T�

�
�� �

�����
 It is important to note that the variance of the errors in a probit model is
not identi�ed and is therefore set to one
 As a consequence the moment s��N�� is
dropped to obtain a nonsingular covariance matrix of the conditional moments


Although the linear model is misspeci�ed� it may approximate the crucial
features of the underlying nonlinear model
 Whenever it is possible to derive the
relationship between the parameters of the structural and auxiliary model� we are
able to compute estimates for the structural model from the estimated auxiliary
model


Let � denote the vector of structural parameters� i
e
 � � �� �� 	�� in our
example� and

fN�� �� � E��sN���� ���

denotes the expected scores� where sN�� � �s��N��� s��N��� s��N���
� and E� in�

dicates the expectation with respect to the structural model given the parameter
vector �
 Then� Gallant and Tauchen ������ suggest to estimate � by minimizing
the objective function

b�GT � argmin
�

ffN�� e���ANfN�� e��g� ���

where e� is the pseudo MLE given by sNe�� � � and AN tends to the optimal
weight matrix as N ��
 If the dimension of fN �� e�� is the same as the number
of structural parameters� we can compute b�GT from solving fNb�GT � e�� � �


In our example� the moments fN �� e�� can be computed by using the bivariate
normal c
d
f
 see section ��
 Another possibility� which is in particular useful for
more complicated models� is to approximate ��� using Monte Carlo techniques
see� e
g
� Gouri�eroux and Monfort ������ and Gallant and Tauchen �������


�These expressions are derived from the scores given in Hsiao ������ p�	���

�



To compute the GMM estimator we need estimates for� the derivatives

FN�� �
�E�ffN ��� e��g

���
� ���

which is a quite complicated function in general
 It is important to notice that
in ��� the expectation is computed by treating � as given while in ��� e� is a
random variable depending on �
 In practice� this expression is estimated using
simulation methods


Usually� the variance of the GMM estimator with optimal weight matrix is
estimated as bVN � �FNb���ANFNb������
However� for the consistency of this estimator it is required that the auxiliary
model is correctly speci�ed so that there exists a value �� such that the �score
contributions satisfy

E��syi� Xi��
��� � � for all i � �� � � � � N�

where sN�� �
P
i
syi� Xi���
 For misspeci�ed auxiliary models we therefore need

to apply a di�erent estimator for the covariance matrix of b� given by

V N � �FN b���ANFN b�����FN b���AN#fANFN b���FNb���ANFNb�����
where

#f �
�

N

NX
i��

�syi� Xi� e���mie����syi� Xi� e���mie���� ���

and
mi�� � E��syi� Xi�����

Obviously� this modi�cation� suggested by Gallant and Tauchen ������ implies a
considerable increase in computational burden compared with the conventional
estimator


In sum� although the approach suggested by Gallant and Tauchen ������ is
attractive for selecting suitable moment conditions� it implies a great deal of
computational e�ort
 Hence� this approach is not recommended for rather simple
models considered here for the ease of exposition
 If the model becomes much
more complex and no convenient expressions for the �rst moments are available�
the Gallant�Tauchen approach seem to be an attractive devise to select useful
moments for the GMM procedure


� A Minimum Distance Approach

It is possible to construct a computationally more convenient minimum distance
procedure with the same asymptotic properties as the Gallant�Tauchen estimator

This approach was suggested by Gouri�eroux� Monfort and Renault ������


�



Applying a Taylor series expansion to the moments derived from the auxiliary
model gives

fN�� e�� � E��sNe���
� E��sN�

��� �HN�
��e�� ��� � opT

�����

� HN�
��e�� ��� � opT

�����

where HN�� � �E��sN���
��
� and �� is the value of � such that E��sN �

��� � �

As the sample size tends to in�nity� �� converges to the �pseudo�true value de�
�ned inWhite ������
 IfHN�

�� is a regular matrix� then minimizing fN �� e���ANfN�� e��
is asymptotically equivalent to

b�MD � argminfe�� ����Ve�e�� ���g�

where Ve� � HN�
���ANHN�

�� tends to the covariance matrix of e� � ��
 For
convenience the notation does not make explicit the dependence of �� on �


For computing b�MD the derivative

D�

��� �
���

���

needs to be evaluated
 Usually� this derivative is much easier to compute than
the derivative FN�� needed to compute the Gallant�Tauchen estimator
 Since
E�e�� tends to �� as N ��� this derivative is asymptotically equivalent to

fD��� �
�E�e��
���

�

which can easily be estimated by simulation techniques

A second important advantage of this variant of the Gallant�Tauchen approach

is that the covariance matrix #MD � E�b�MD � ��b�MD � ���� can be estimated
as e#MD � fD���

� e#�
fD���

where e#� � E��e� � ���e� � ������ which is much easier to estimate than the
expression ���


��



� Finite Sample Properties

��� Data Generating Process

To compare the small sample properties of di�erent GMM estimators� we simulate
data according to the following model�

yit � �I�C � �DxDit � �NxNit � uit � ��
xDit � �IexDit � ��� P exDit � �� � ���
xNit � ���xNi�t�� � ����t� �it� �it � U ���� ���
uit � �ci � �it� ci � N�� ���
�it � ��i�t�� � �e�it� e�it � N�� ���
i � �� � � � � N� t � �� � � � � T�

which is also used in Breitung and Lechner ������ and Bertschek and Lechner
������
 The parameters �C� �D� �N � �� �� �� are �xed coe�cients and �I�� is an
indicator function� which is one if its argument is true and zero otherwise
 The
parameter � is chosen such that the variance of uit is unity
 All random numbers
are drawn independently over time and individuals
 The �rst regressor is a serially
uncorrelated indicator variable� whereas the second regressor is a smooth variable
with bounded support
 The dependence on lagged values and on a time trend
induces a correlation over time
 This type of regressor has been suggested by
Nerlove ������ and was also used for example by Heckman ������


We set �C � ������ �D � �N � � in all simulations and T��PT
t�� varuit� �

�
 To represent typical sample sizes encountered in empirical applications we let
N � ���� ��� and T � �� ��
 Depending on the DGP� ��� or ���� replications
R� were generated
 In order to diminish the impact of initial conditions� the
dynamic processes have been started at t � ��� with xNi�t��� � �i�t��� � �


In the simulations two di�erent speci�cations are considered
 First� a pure
error component model with serially and mutually uncorrelated error components
is obtained by setting � � � and � �

p
���
 Furthermore � �

p
��� so that

Euit� � �
 The correlation coe�cient results as 	 � ���

The second speci�cation removes the equi�correlation pattern by setting � �

���� � � ��� and � � ���
 In such a speci�cation� the serial correlation is persistent
but declines with an increasing lag length
 The maximum correlation coe�cient
is �
� for a single lag and the correlation decrease to �
� for a lag length of four
the maximum lag length when letting T � ��


��� Estimators

The �rst estimator is the MLE computed as in Butler and Mo�tt ������
 The
number of evaluation points is set to � as a compromise between computational
speed and numerical accuracy
 The robust estimator according to White ������ is
used to estimate the standard errors
 The results for this estimator are indicated

��



by the acronymML�RE
 The pooled estimator denotes the ML estimator ignoring
the panel structure of the data
 The standard errors are estimated allowing for
serial correlation as in Avery et al
 ������


The infeasible GMM�IV estimator is the optimal GMM estimator using the
conditional mean restrictions see Section ��
 To compute the optimal instrument
matrix the true correlation 	� is used
 Bertschek and Lechner ������ propose a
feasible GMM estimator that estimates the unknown quantities in the expres�
sion for the optimal instruments by nonparametric methods
 The version that
performs best in their Monte Carlo study is labeled GMM�WNP


Another approach to obtain the optimal instruments is to get a consistent
estimate of the unknown correlation coe�cient
 The estimator GMM�IV�param�
proposed here consists of three steps
 In the �rst step a pooled probit model is
estimated to obtain consistent estimates �
 Then T T ���
� second moments as
in eq
 �� are used to compute consistent estimates of the correlations
 For given
values of �� each moment condition depends only on the unknown correlation
coe�cient� which is bounded between $� and ��
 Hence� grid search methods are
used to determine the correlation coe�cients
 For a random e�ects model� using
one such moment condition is su�cient for obtaining a consistent estimate of 	

However� our estimation procedure allows for di�erent values of the T T � ��
�
correlation coe�cients 	ts t� s � �� � � � � T �
 This estimator is still optimal even
when the covariance structure is more general than the equi�correlation structure
of a random e�ects model


The pooled probit estimator as well as the GMM estimators with asymptoti�
cally optimal instruments are consistent no matter of the true error correlation

Furthermore� all GMM estimators have the same limiting distribution whether
the true or consistently estimated optimal instruments are used
 To yield a non�
parametric estimate of the optimal instruments� a nearest�neighbor approach is
applied see Bertschek and Lechner ������ for details�
 This resulting estimator
is labeled as GMM�WNP


Following Gallant and Tauchen ������ we employ simple auxiliary models as
score generators
 First we use a linear error components model with scores given
in �� and ���
 To compute the expectation of the scores fN�� e�� we generate
��� replications of the model and compute the average of the scores
 Using a
Taylor expansion

fN� � �� e�� � fN�� e�� � �fN �� e��
���

� � er� ���

where er is a remainder term of order O���� the derivatives are estimated by
a least squares regression of fN� � �� e�� � fN�� e�� on �� where � is a vector
of normally distributed random numbers with zero mean and E��� � ����

We use ��� realizations of � for computing the regression lines
 This regression
estimator has the advantage that it does not su�er from problems due to the
discontinuity and non�di�erentiability of the simulator
 At every iteration step

��



of �� the same sequence of random numbers are used
 Using the pooled estimator
with an estimate of 	 based on the small�sigma estimate Breitung and Lechner
������� as initial values� the algorithm usually converges after ���� iterations
 The
resulting estimates are labeled as GT�score


Our practical experiences with such an algorithm suggest that the convergence
properties crucially depend on the number of replications used to estimate the
conditional mean and derivatives of the moments
 In particular� the least�squares
estimate of the derivatives requires at least ��� replications to obtain reliable
estimates of the gradients
 Furthermore� the step�length � in the Taylor expansion
should be small enough to avoid a substantial bias but must be large enough to
achieve acceptable properties of the least�square estimator
 In our simulations
we found that a value of E��� � ���� provides a reasonable trade�o� for our
data generating process
 For other processes� however� suitable values for � or
the number of replications may be di�erent


Adding the scores from the cross section� probit estimator applied to the
pooled dataset we obtain three additional moments
 The weight matrix are com�
puted using the GT�score estimator
 The computational details for the simu�
lations are the same as for the GT�score procedure
 The resulting estimator is
labeled as GT�score�
 Since the estimator employ the instruments of the pooled
probit estimator� it is asymptotically more e�cient as the pooled estimator


For both estimators using the Gallant�Tauchen approach the respective mini�
mum distance estimators are computed
 Accordingly� we denote these estimators
as GT�MD and GT�MD�
 We use ��� Monte Carlo realizations of the model
for computing the moments
 The matrix of derivatives fD��� were computed by
least�squares using a Taylor expansion of e�


To compare the performance of the estimators we compute the root mean
square error RMSE� and the median absolute error MAE�
 For the estimated
standard errors of the coe�cient we compute the relative bias
 The precise de��
nitions of these measures are given in Table �


��� Results

Table � presents the results for the speci�cation with pure random e�ects
 It
turns out that with respect to RMSE and MAE the MLE performs best among
all estimators
 The second best estimator is the GMM estimator based on the
optimal instruments derived from the conditional mean restrictions Infeasible
GMM�
 However� this estimator is based on a known correlation parameter 	� so
that such an estimator is of limited use in practice


With respect to the other GMM estimators� the ranking is not as clear
 Gen�
erally� the GMM procedures using information about the error correlation like
the feasible versions of GMM�IV or the estimators using a linear error component
model as a score generator perform better than the pooled estimator ignoring the
error correlation altogether


��



Comparing the small sample properties of the two asymptotically equivalent
GMM estimatorsGMM�IV�param� and GMM�WNP� the latter estimator appears
to be superior for all DGP�s� with the exception of the random e�ects DGP with
N � ��� and T � �
 The potential small sample problems of these estimators
is related to the estimation of the inverse of the conditional covariance matrix of
the residuals for each individual
 GMM�WNP uses nonparametric methods that
performs very well even in fairly samples see Bertschek and Lechner ������ for
details�
 The problem with GMM�IV�param� is that some of the estimated 	ts
coe�cient may end up at the boundary of the parameter space ������� when N is
�not large enough�
 This is a particular problem when the number of coe�cients
to be estimated gets large �� in the case of T � ���
 A potential remedy is
to enforce equality of the 	ts in the second step of the estimation
 There are
however two drawbacks of such a procedure� First� the estimator is no longer
asymptotically e�cient when the true DGP is di�erent from the random e�ect
model
 Second� the simplicity of the estimator is lost
 Therefore� we conclude that
in applications GMM�IV�param� may be a preferable option only if an estimate
of the correlation structure of latent residuals is of interest and if the dimension
N is su�ciently large relative to the dimension T 


The Gallant�Tauchen estimators derived from a linear error component model
seem to work well
 This is perhaps surprising since the linear model is quite a
crude approximation to the panel probit model
 In fact� there is much room
for improving the �t of the auxiliary model
 For example� the nonlinear mean
function and heteroscedasticity of the errors are important features which are
neglected by the linear approximation
 Nevertheless� the scores of the linear
model obviously provide useful moment conditions to be exploited by a GMM
procedure


In small samples� the original version and the minimum distance variant per�
form somewhat di�erently
 For the smaller set of moment conditions the Gallant�
Tauchen GMM estimator GT�Score� outperforms the respective minimum dis�
tance estimator GT�MD�� while for the enhanced set of moment conditions the
GT�MD�� estimator performs better than the GT�Score�� estimator
 In all�
however� the di�erences are small relative to the simulation error


The estimation of the standard errors for the coe�cients are extremely bi�
ased for Gallant�Tauchen estimators
 The reason is that the standard errors are
estimated assuming a correctly speci�ed auxiliary model
 Of course� this is not
true in our application and it turns out that the resulting bias can be immense

Unfortunately� the computational e�ort for correcting the estimates along the
lines suggested by Gallant and Tauchen ������ was beyond the time schedule for
the present work


The problems with the estimation of the standard errors can be side�stepped
by using the minimum distance approach
 In fact� the estimation of the standard
errors for the GT�MD�� procedure seems to perform acceptable
 However� the
standard errors for the GT�MD� estimator still possess a substantial bias


��



To study the performance of the estimators under more general conditions�
we introduce a persistent autocorrelation in addition to the random e�ects
 Ob�
viously� such a data generating process is di�cult to distinguish empirically in a
sample with a small number of time periods
 All GMM estimators designed for
the error component model remain consistent in the presence of a more general
form of serial correlation
 Thus� it is interesting to know whether the e�ciency
ranking is robust to di�erences in the autocorrelation pattern
 Table � presents
the results for such a process


The conclusions from simulations with other sample sizes are qualitative sim�
ilar
 It turns out that the relative performance of the estimators is roughly
similar to the case of a pure random e�ects model
 However� it appears that
the ML�RE estimator looses most of its relative advantages
 Furthermore� the
Gallant�Tauchen type of estimators perform worse than the competitors based
on the conditional mean function
 On the other hand� the GMM�WNP estimator
turns out to have the most attractive properties
 It is simple to compute and has
favorable small sample properties for the DGP considered here


	 An Application

An empirical example for our discussion of panel probit models is the analysis of
�rms� innovative activity as a response to imports and foreign direct investment
FDI� as considered in Bertschek ������
 The main hypothesis put forward in
that paper is that imports and inward FDI have positive e�ects on the innovative
activity of domestic �rms
 The intuition for this e�ect is that imports and FDI
represent a competitive threat to domestic �rms
 Competition on the domestic
market is enhanced and the pro�tability of the domestic �rms might be reduced


As a consequence� these �rms have to produce more e�ciently
 Increasing
the innovative activity is one possibility to react to this competitive threat and
to maintain the market position
 The dependent variable available in the data
takes the value one if a product innovation has been realized within the last year
and the value zero otherwise
 The binary character of this variable leads us to
formulate the model in terms of a latent variable that represents for instance
he �rms� unobservable expenditures for innovation that is linearly related to the
explanatory variables


The �rm�level data have been collected by the Ifo�Institute� Munich %Ifo�
Konjunkturtest�� and have been merged with o�cial statistics from the German
Statistical Yearbooks
 The binary dependent variable indicates whether a �rm
reports having realized a product innovation within the last year or not
 The
independent variables refer to the market structure� in particular the market size
of the industry ln�sales�� the shares of imports and FDI in the supply on the
domestic market import share and FDI�share� the productivity as a measure of
the competitiveness of the industry as well as two variables indicating whether a

��



�rm belongs to the raw materials or to the investment goods industry
 Moreover�
including the relative �rm size allows to take account of the innovation & �rm
size relation often discussed in the literature
 Hence� all variables with exception
of the �rm size are measured at the industry�level for descriptive statistics see
Table ��


The estimators applied to the example include the simplest one pooled with
GMM standard errors�� both feasible GMM estimators based on second order
moments and the minimum distance versions of the Gallant�Tauchen estimator

For the latter estimator� we use ���� Monte Carlo replications for the simulated
moments as well as its derivatives
 Results for other estimators for that example
can be found in Bertschek and Lechner ������


The results of the di�erent GMM procedures are presented in Table �
 In all
they are quite similar and yield the same conclusions
 Both import share and
FDI�share have positive and signi�cant e�ects on product innovative activity
 As
expected by the Schumperian hypothesis that large �rms are more innovative
than small �rms the �rm size variable has a positive and signi�cant impact
 The
coe�cient of productivity is signi�cantly negative for pooled� GMM�IV�param�
and GMM�WNP but insigni�cant when using the GT�MD


An interesting �nding is that the estimated standard errors of GT�MD tend
to be substantially greater then the corresponding estimates of the alternative
estimators
 We have tried di�erent numbers of replications or values of �
 The
problem is that if � is a small number� then the simulation error is large in relative
terms� while for large values of �� the estimates of the derivative are biased
 The
standard errors presented in Table � are based on ��
��� replications and � �
���� � '�P � where '�P denotes the pooled estimator
 We decided to choose a relative
step size� because the parameter values appears to be quite di�erent in magnitude

Repeating the computation of the standard errors using a di�erent sequence of
random numbers shows that these estimates reveal a considerable variability

Hence� these estimates do not seem very reliable and must be interpreted with
caution


It is interesting to consider the serial correlation of the errors between di�erent
time periods see Table �� They are obtained as by�product in the computation of
the second step of GMM�IV�param� see section �
��
 It turns out that the auto�
correlation function decays with increasing lag length
 This result suggests that
an autoregressive pattern is more suitable than the equi�correlation implied by
an error component model
 In any case� the GMM estimators remain consistent
regardless of the actual form of the autocorrelation function



 Concluding Remarks

GMM is an attractive approach for estimating complex models like nonlinear error
component models popular in current econometric research
 Simple estimators

��



can be constructed by using restrictions implied by the conditional mean function

Asymptotically optimal GMM estimators based on the conditional mean function
are obtained by using a parametric or nonparametric approach
 Our Monte
Carlo results clearly indicate that the nonparametric approach is superior in
small samples


In addition we consider further moment conditions derived from higher order
moments or the �score generator as proposed by Gallant and Tauchen ������

From a practical perspective the latter approach is appealing� because it provides
simple moment conditions and may yield highly e�cient estimators
 However� the
computational e�ort is considerable for such estimators
 Following Gouri�eroux et
al
 ������� we adopt a minimumdistance analog of the Gallant�Tauchen estimator�
which is much simpler to compute and generally renders valid estimates of the
standard errors


Our Monte Carlo results demonstrate that the GMM procedures considered
in this paper perform well relative to the MLE
 Although the Gallant�Tauchen
estimator is based on a very simple �score generator � the e�ciency comes close
to the MLE
 However� the computational burden of the Gallant�Tauchen ap�
proach is immense and there are serious problems when estimating the standard
errors for the parameters
 Therefore� we do not recommend this estimator for
models like the error component probit models� where much simpler GMM proce�
dures with better small sample properties are available
 However� if the model is
more complicated and simple GMM estimators do not exist� the Gallant�Tauchen
approach may be a useful devise for providing e�cient moment conditions
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Table �� Measures of Accuracy Used in the Monte Carlo Study

RMSE� root mean square error
q

���
R

PR
r��

)�r � ����

MAE� median absolute error medianrj)�r � ��j

BIASSE�� bias of estimated standard error in * ���
R

PR
r���)�r

)�r�� �)���
�)��

Note� ��r denotes the rth realization of the simulated estimator for �� ��r���r� indicates

the rth estimate of the standard errors of �� based on the asymptotic standard errors�
����� indicates the standard errors computed from the Monte Carlo replications�
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Table �� Simulation Results for Pure Random E�ects � � �� � �
p
����

RMSE � �� MAE � �� bias SE� in *
�D �N �D �N �D �N

N���� T � �� ���� replications
ML�RE �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ��
� �
�
Infeasible GMM �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
Pooled �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
GMM�IVparam� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��
� $��
�
GMM�WNP �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
GT�Score �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ��� ���

GT�Score� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��� $���

GT�MD �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��
� $�
�
GT�MD� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
N���� T � �� ���� replications
ML�RE �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
Infeasible GMM �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ��
� �
�
Pooled �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
GMM�IVparam� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
GMM�WNP �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
GT�Score �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ���� ����

GT�Score� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��� $���

GT�MD �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� �
�
GT�MD� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
N���� T � ��� ��� replications
ML�RE �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� �
�
Infeasible GMM �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
Pooled �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
GMM�IVparam� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ���� ���
GMM�WNP �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
GT�Score �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ��
�� $��
��

GT�Score� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��
� $��
�
GT�MD �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
GT�MD� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
N���� T � ��� ��� replications
ML�RE �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
Infeasible GMM �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
Pooled �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� �
�
GMM�IVparam� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�� $��
GMM�WNP �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
GT�Score �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ���� ����

GT�Score� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��� $���

GT�MD �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�� $�
�
GT�MD� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
Note�

� The estimates of the standard errors are based on the assumption of a
correctly speci�ed model�
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Table 	� Simulation Results for AR�� and random e�ects � � ���� � � ����

RMSE � �� MAE � �� bias SE� in *
N���� T � �� ���� replications
ML�RE �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� �
�
Infeasible GMM �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
Pooled �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� �
�
GMM�IVparam� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
GMM�WNP �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
� $�
�
GT�Score �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� ���� ����

GT�Score� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $��� $���

GT�MD �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�� ���
GT�MD� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� $�
� $�
�
Note�

� The estimates of the standard errors are based on the assumption of a
correctly speci�ed model�

Table 
� Descriptive Statistics

mean std
dev

lnsales� ln of industry sales in DM ��
�� �
�
relative �rm size ratio of employment in business unit

to employment in industry + ��� �
��� �
��
import share ratio of industry imports to

industry sales � imports� �
�� �
��
FDI�share ratio of industry foreign direct investment

to industry sales � imports� �
��� �
���
productivity ratio of industry value added to

industry employment �
��� �
���
raw material � � if �rm is in sector �raw materials� �
��� �
��
investment � � if �rm is in sector �investment goods� �
�� �
��
dependent variable � � if product innovation is realized �
�� �
��

��



Table �� Estimation Results for the Innovation Probit
pooled GMM�WNP GMM�IV�param� GT�MD GT�MD�

lnsales� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

relative �rm size �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

import share �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

FDI share �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

productivity ��
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

raw material $�
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

investment �
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

constant $�
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
�� $�
��
�
��� �
��� �
��� �
��� �
���

Table � Estimated Correlation Matrix
���� ���� ���� ����

���� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
���� �
�� �
�� �
��
���� �
�� �
��
���� �
��
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